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Avalanche (AVAX)
Last week, Avalanche hit a fresh weekly high as bulls were
targeting a return to the $100-$90 area. Price action and
technical indicators are beginning to flash green, suggesting
more bullish momentum ahead. The last weekly candle
closed as a bullish "Engulfing" right above a critical
ascending support level. 

Avalanche's price could also be impacted by its positive
fundamentals. Firstly, Grayscale is launching an Altcoin fund
focused only on seven major blockchains, including
Avalanche. The fund also includes Cardano, Solana,
Polkadot, Polygon, Algorand, and Stellar.

On the other hand, AVAX gains were also supported by
tremendous developments announced this week with
Coinbase Cloud’s integration. Coinbase is running an
Avalanche public validator node with will allow network
participants to stake their AVAX tokens with Coinbase Cloud
and delegate power for validating transactions on the
blockchain.
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Dogecoin (DOGE)
Dogecoin is one of the few altcoins who
has remained within  a consolidation in
the weekly timeframe, with the pair
printing lower highs and higher lows.

Price action has not being able to surge
in several months months, stressing the
holders. At the time of this analysis, the
live DOGE price is $0.12 with a 24-hour
trading volume of $487,716,185.

Traders are currently evaluating metrics
not related to price action such as trading
volume in order to detect any shift in
momentum. For now, this pair remains
dormant and we recommend traders to
stay vigilant to any developments in price. 
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Polkadot (DOT)
DOT price has strengthend  significantly the last few
days, fluctuating at $20.91. The chart is now creating
a bullish cup pattern, with price action bouncing 
 strongly off the $15-$14 support. With DOTUSD
price now breaking out of the seller's territory, bulls
appear to be reclaiming dominance in the pair. 

Polkadot price is preparing for a possible take-off. A
weekly close above $20 will validate the bullish thesis
and fuel a significant rally back to the $30 resistance.

Polkadot's team has not stopped. The company has
continued to conduct ongoing parachain auctions,
tested on Kusama that will connect different
blockchains around the ecosystem in order to create
efficient cross-network bridges in Web 3.0. The global
investment firm DFG announced this week they will
open a Polkadot Ecosystem Fund to ensure
unrivalled support for the growth of the protocol,
which will be key to produce more successful use
cases.
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Shiba Inu (SHIB) Shiba Inu price action has disappointed
investors over the past few days. While major
altcoins have added double-digit percentage
gains in the last few days, SHIBA has
struggled to maintain over a 5% gain. 

Even though Shiba Inu has emerged as the
‘Dogecoin killer’, the crypto market meltdown
has caused the SHIB token to lose its
relevance in the market this year. In fact,
SHIBUSD will need to close above the
$0.00003 pivot to make a run back to the first
major resistance level at $0.00004. 

An extended rally from this point could give
investors substantial gains. Nonetheless, a
fall through the 78.6% retracement level of
the Fibonacci could extend the sell-off. 
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Polygon (MATIC)

Polygon price has displayed several bullish
confluences on the daily and weekly charts with
the asset now slightly breaking out past the $1.5
level. Bearish traders on smaller time frames
might be in jeopardy as price action seems to be
bouncing strongly from the ascending monthly
support level. 

If this week's market behavior produces another
bullish weekly candle, price could revisit major
resistance levels at $1.9.

A sharp upside retracement in several coins in
the market could support MATIC in its ascent.
The bullish outlook will be primarily maintained
only if the ascending trendline is respected and
trading volume arises in the same period. 
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Crypto.com (CRO)
Downside risks may be substantial, as
Crypto.com price action is in a make or
break point.  CRO remains below some
critical resistance levels and is still in a
bearish continuation pattern. 

At the time of this analysis, CRO is close to
confirming a breakout that will push CRO
back to $0.50.Upside potential could be
significant if the weekly candle manages to
close above the $0.50 value area. 

At the time of this analysis, the live Cronos
price is $0.42 with a 24-hour trading volume
of $101,365,061 (volume has risen over 60%
in the last few hours due to the recent
technical breakout of the descending
trendline). 
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Litecoin (LTC)
Litecoin has strong upcoming fundamentals with its
team making smart moves that are catching
investors’ attention. The LTC team is close to
introducing Litecoin Gaming and NFTs in its
network. In addition, the company will soon bring
one of its largest upgrades to the network to date:
“the MimbleWimble upgrade”. 

MimbleWimble is a blockchain protocol that
emphasises security, and it has been used by a
number of networks since its inception. The
protocol uses its own special brand of cryptography,
called Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC), in order
to keep users’ data private. Throughout this new
Litecoin protocol, users will be able to make their
transactions untraceable.

Similar to Dogecoin and Polkadot, Litecoin is
reaching critical support zones that could provide
investors with some substantial ROI. For this
scenario to be validated, a second bullish
candlestick closure must be printed on the weekly
timeframe.  
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